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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON CIVIL AVIATION.

The Committee of Experts on Civil Aviation met at Brussels on February 7th, 192T,
under the presidency of M. DE BROUCKFRE, in accordance with the resolution adopted by
Sub-Commission B at its session of November 29th, 1926.

The Committee was composed of the following experts:

M. ALLARD (Belgique);
Lt.-Col. I. A. E. EDWARDS (British Empire);
M. CAMERMAN (France) ;
M. W. FIscH (Germany);
M. A. LOCATELLI (Italy);
General SHIODEN (Japan);
M. A. PLESMAN (Netherlands);
M. R. ADAMOWICZ (Poland);
M. RUJINSKI (Roumania);
M. L. H6GBERG (Sweden);
Mr. H. F. GUGGENHEIM (United States of America).

The Committee held twelve meetings, from February 7th to 12th, and drew up the
following report.

I.

The Committee had to examine the economic consequences to civil aviation which might
be entailed by the various systems of limitation of air armaments referred to in the following
Resolution of Sub-Commission B, under the terms of which resolution the Committee was
convoked:

i. " To examine the economic consequences which would be entailed by the
system of aggregate limitation of civil and military aeronautics contemplated by
Sub-Commission A (document C.P.D./28);

2. " Proceeding on more general lines, to submit its observations and suggestions
on the economic consequences of any method of limiting air armaments which would
enable civil aeronautics to be taken into account. "

The Committee desires to state at the outset that civil aviation must in itself be regarded
as one of the most important factors of civilisation, and it is desirable that its free development
should not be hampered by any consideration unconnected with the importance which that
development possesses from the point of view of scientific, economic and social progress
and of the improvement of communications between peoples. The Committee, regarding
the question in this light, unanimously agreed that its examination of the subject should
be based on the following principle:

" In any limitation of air armaments it is essential to avoid hampering the
development of civil aviation. "

The economic consequences which will result from the application of the system and
methods of limitation of air armaments contemplated below will depend upon the manner
in which the measures applied under this system and method influence the functions which
civil aviation fulfils at present in the world and on the much more important functions which
it will be called upon to fulfil in the course of its future development.

Civil aviation is, in numerous respects, a factor of growing importance[in national and
international economic life. The uses to which it can be applied may be grouped under two
main categories - transport and miscellaneous services.

As regards " transport ", civil aviation constitutes an element of the highest importance
for the improvement of communications. The economic and social importance of these
services cannot be overrated. As regards countries where transport *is comparatively un-
developed, civil aviation is calculated to afford the quickest and cheapest method of opening
up large regions to trade and traffic.

As regards " miscellaneous services ", even apart from private aviation having no
commercial or military objects, civil aviation has already been put to numerous uses. A few
examples from this long list of services are air photography, crop protection, forest fire patrol
and fish spotting, etc.

There are also other kinds of air services, such as geographical, polar and atmospheric
exploration, which, though lying within the sphere of science, must nevertheless be regarded
as possessing undoubted economic importance.



It should be added, with general reference to all the above observations, that, the develop-
ment of aviation being only in its infancy, the economic consequences referred to in the
present report will assume an importance commensurate with that which civil aviation itself
will attain in course of time. These consequences may in particular acquire exceptional
importance if the acceleration of the rate of progress in the theory and practice of aviation
(which is already high) were to continue, or if some important invention were to revolutionise
the applications of civil aviation in an incalculable manner.

SYSTEM OF LIMITATION OF MILITARY AND CIVIL AVIATION AS A WHOLE.

(Document C.P.D. / 28, page 120.)

This system entails estimates of the normal requirements of the different countries
with reference to civil aviation and, consequently, estimates of future developments as regards
those requirements. In view of the difficulty of forecasting developments in civil aviation,
the evolution of which is governed by a large body of interdependent scientific, economic,
industrial and other factors which are both complex and impossible to foresee, the use of
this system can only be contemplated for agreements of very short duration.

Now, if long-term agreements may have serious effects on the development of civil
aviation, short-term agreements themselves would doubtless entail unfortunate consequences,
although perhaps in a different way, since they would tend to create a state of instability
such as would drive capital away from civil aviation undertakings.

Moreover, the different countries which would be competent to estimate their own
requirements would be likely, in order to safeguard the future, to place their estimates of
requirements on as broad a basis as possible. Otherwise an agreement limiting civil and
military aviation as a whole would inevitably mean that, in the individual countries them-
selves, civil and military needs would come into conflict and the development of civil aviation
in the countries in question would thereby be seriously hampered.

In these circumstances, the Committee was unanimously of opinion that this system
could not be effectively applied from the point of view of the limitation of armaments without
hampering the development of civil aviation and therefore without involving undesirable
economic consequences.

COMBINED METHOD APPLYING TO THE WHOLE OF MILITARY AND CIVIL AVIATION.

(Document C.P.D./ 28, page 119.)
This method is defined by Sub-Commission A in the following terms:

"Inclusion in the General Convention for the Limitation of Armaments of an
agreement on air armaments which will cease to bind the contracting parties if
any of these modify the arrangements regarding the development of its civil
aviation."

According to this definition, the method in question links up civil with military aviation.
The various States would undertake to forecast their normal requirements as regards civil
aviation and to communicate these estimates to each other.

Certain experts are of opinion that this communication might encourage unfair compe-
tition by prematurely revealing the economic and technical aims of civil-aviation under-
takings.

Since any increase of civil aviation beyond these estimates would invalidate the agree-
ment on air armaments provided for in the above definition, States particularly interested
in the maintenance of that agreement might conceivably be led, in order to avoid rendering
the Disarmament Convention nugatory, to exercise pressure on their civil aviation with
the object of hindering certain developments in that aviation and saving the said Convention.

Apart from these special cases, the method contemplated would not seem to entail any
appreciable economic consequences other than those which might arise out of any enquiries
which, at the time when those estimates are established, certain Governments might feel
bound to make regarding the position of aeronautical science and industry.

Being of opinion that this method entails unfavourable economic consequences, the
Committee unanimously held that such a system could not be effectively applied from the
point of view of the limitation of air armaments without hampering the development of civil
aviation, though perhaps in a lesser degree than the system previously contemplated (system
of limitation of civil and military aviation as a whole).

METHODS COMPRISED UNDER CHAPTERS I (page 113), II (page 114) AND V (page 121).

(Document C.P.D./28.)

The Committee unanimously considers that the economic consequences of any methods
of limiting air armaments which would make it possible to take into account civil aviation
cannot be determined a priori. They will essentially depend on the manner in which civil
aviation is taken into account.
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To sum up, the economic consequences will be less serious if the system adopted involves
on the part of the Governients fewer undertakings likely to hamper civil .aviation.

II.

The Committee unanimously recognised that civil aviation, when it has reached its
full development, will be one of the most important means of bringing the peoples of the
world nearer together. Distances will be reduced more and more, so that civil aviation, by
enabling the different nations to maintain ever-closer mutual relations, will contribute largely
towards the maintenance of good international relations and the preservation of world peace.

It must further be recognised that hitherto the development of civil aviation in some
countries has been closely bound up, as regards both technique and organisation, with the
requirements and development of militarv aviation.

It- would therefore be desirable that every effort should be directed towards differentiating
more and more clearly between civil and military aviation; in this way, civil machines will
become capable of a maximum economic return and will become less and less useful for military
purposes and the activities of civil aviation can be developed in full freedom without being
subordinated in any way to the military requirements of the different countries.

The Committee therefore submits the following suggestions as being calculated to afford
practical means of attaining the above-mentioned results.

1. It is desirable that the development of civil aviation should be directed solely towards
economic ends, 'and Should remain outside the sphere of military interests.

2. Civil aviation should be organised on autonomous lines,: an.d every effort should be
made to keep it separate from military a-viation..

3. If States intervene in any capacity, whether directly or indirectly, wholly or partially,
in civil aviation undertakings, it is desirable that the State organs dealing with the matter
should be quite separate from the organs dealing with military aviation. The suggestions
made below should apply to all civil aviation undertakings, whether private or State-owned 1.

4. It is desirable that Governments should refrain from prescribing the embodiment
of military features in the build of civil aviation material, so that this material may be con-
structed for purely civil purposes, more particularly with a view,to providing the greatest
possible measure of security and the most economic return.

In this connection, and with a view to differentiating still further between the material
of civil and that of military aviation, it would be particularly desirable, as far as possible,
to avoid using military aviation material for civil aviation undertakings, and in particular
for the operation of air transport lines..

5. The Committee desires to point out that a note of warning should be sounded against
contemplating any restriction of the construction of civil aircraft 'b the application of present-
day aeronautical formule, such as horse-power, ratio of loading per horse-power and ratio
of wing areas per horse-pow-er, etc., which, in the rapid developments taking place, would
unquestionably lead to serious economic consequences.

6. As regards personnel and, in particular, pilots, it would, be desirable that civil aviation
undertakings of all kinds should not require such personnel to have received a military training
or give preference to those-who Ihave received such training.

It is a fortiori desirable that these undertakings should not give their personnel such
training as would be of use solely for military purposes.

It would also be desirable as far as possible to avoid seconding, personnel from military
in civil aviation for the purposes of the latter.

7. The Committee desires to point out the undesirable effects which may result from the
direct or indirect encouragement by Governments of civil air-transport lines for military
rather than for economic or social purposes.

8. At the present time, civil aviation in most cases has become national in character.
It would seem desirable to encourage the conclusion of economic agreements between civil-
aviation undertakings in 'the differentt countries.

i1 It should be noted that the Committee did not mean this proposal to apply to cases where }e.th
civil and 'military aviation services are united riunder a single ministry- in such cases it is even desirable for
each of these two branches to be operated with complete autonomy.


